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Abstract:
Computational tools for modeling mathematical programs are widely used within both academia and industry.
Available commercial and open-source modeling packages support generic modeling by separating modeling
constructs from instance data through concepts like sets, parameters, and parameterized constraints.
However, limiting models to “flat” algebraic representation forces the modeler to explicitly convert or relax
high-level constructs, which can obscure much of the structure in the model. In this presentation, I will
provide an overview of Pyomo, an open-source library for modeling general algebraic optimization problems
in Python. I will go on to show how high-level non-algebraic modeling constructs can be coupled with
automated model transformations to improve model clarity and abstraction. This coupling provides a more
flexible workflow where the modeler can explicitly apply transformations that link the structured model to a
particular solver, thereby separating the core model from subsequent reformulation decisions. I will draw
examples from various Coopr project areas including disjunctive, bilevel, dynamic, and stochastic
programming.
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